Kuhn Rikon Ultimate 5 in 1 Opener

Open everything in your kitchen with one super tool – the Ultimate 5 in 1 Opener! The Safety LidLifter® can opener opens your cans leaving no sharp edges. Then this multi-task tool can open your soda cans, twist caps, pull-tab cans and bottle caps too!

Instructions

ONE: Safety LidLifter® Can Opener

1. Place on top of the can with big wheel on side of can, geared wheel on top of can.

2. Twist knob clockwise. The can opener will automatically grip lid and then begin to rotate. After a full circle around edge of can, you will feel less resistance. (You won’t see anything.) Stop! Can is open. Do not remove can opener before you’ve gone all the way around. (You won’t be able to reattach it if you do!) Do not go around more than once as over cutting may create burrs or slivers that cause injury.

3. Twist knob counter-clockwise to release.

4. Use mini-pliers by using push button on the side to grasp on rim of can. Lift lid off can.

For domestic use only. Not intended for commercial size cans.

TWO: Pull Tabs Slide hook into loop of pull tab lid and use round back as leverage. Pull tab back and open.

THREE: Pop Tabs Slide end underneath loop of can tab and lift up and forward to open.

FOUR: Screw Top Fit opening over lid. Press firmly and twist counter clockwise.

FIVE: Church Key Slip tab of classic bottle opener under metal bottle cap. Flip up to pop off cap.

Can opener Pull Tabs Pop Tabs Screw top Church key

Cleaning: Simply wipe with a dry towel. Do not put in the dishwasher!
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